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 For over a decade, researchers at Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute (HBOI) 

have conducted surveys of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) population of 

Indian River Lagoon (IRL) in Florida.  I have constructed a 4-stage population model 

using the statistical program R.  The model is used to conduct a viability analysis by 

analyzing the relationship between birth, calf and adult survival rates.  The power 

analysis compares survey frequency to expected confidence intervals in estimating 

abundance.  The sensitivity analysis shows that the population is most sensitive to 

changes in adult survival, followed by birth rate and calf survival.  The model shows a 

strong chance of viability over a 50 year time span.  The population is vulnerable to long 

periods of decline if birth, calf or adult survival rates fall below certain thresholds. 

Overall, the model simulates the future impacts of demographic change, providing a tool 

for conservation efforts. 
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Introduction 

 For over a decade, researchers at Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute (HBOI) 

have conducted surveys of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) population of 

Indian River Lagoon (IRL) along the east coast of Florida.  

 I have constructed a stochastic birth/death population model using the statistical 

program R. I started with a deterministic model, which provides important insight into 

the population dynamics, then added stochasticity in R through random draws from a 

binomial distribution with fixed parameters.  The stochastic birth/death model is used as a 

tool for conducting a viability analysis that projects the dolphin population into the future 

by analyzing the relationship between birth, calf survival and adult survival rates. The 

model also includes a power analysis, which compares survey frequency to expected 

confidence intervals in estimating abundance. 

 The deterministic model allows the dominant eigenvalue to be calculated, which 

can be interpreted as the population growth rate.  This tells us which combination of 

birth, calf survival and adult survival rates lead to increasing, stable or decreasing 

populations in the absence of randomness.  The deterministic matrix is also used to 

calculate sensitivity. The sensitivity analysis, based on the partial derivatives of the 

eigenvalue with respect to each matrix element, shows that the population is most 

sensitive to changes in adult survival, followed by birth rate and calf survival. 
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 The viability analysis of the dolphin population uses parameters estimated from 

the current data.  The model runs an arbitraty number of trials (see R code appendix for 

exact values on all simulation parameters) that project populations into the future and 

calculate the percentage that are still in existence after 50 years.  In addition, the 

relationship between birth rate, death rate and future survival is graphed and analyzed.  

Whereas the first approach gives a survival probability for two given rates, the second 

allows one to quickly find the long term viability probability for any measured birth and 

death rate.  The model shows a strong chance of viability over 50- and 100-year time 

spans, primarily due to the large population size (~700 adult dolphins).  The population is 

vulnerable to long periods of decline if birth, calf or adult survival rates fall below certain 

thresholds. 

 In order to conduct the power analysis, the survey protocol had to be included in 

the model.  This provided the motivation for the 4x4 matrix model that includes both 

known and unknown adults, and allows for the transition between categories based on 

identification.  I used R to generate data for a Monte Carlo simulation where data with 

different survey frequencies were generated and analyzed for changes in standard 

deviation.  

 The model was based on the dolphin population in the IRL, but it is possible to 

generalize the model to a variety of populations.  The model has four life stages in a 

deterministic matrix.  Stochasiticity is introduced in R by adding variance to the matrix 

parameters.  The model can be easily modified to fit a variety of populations that contain 

age or size classes by adding or subtracting classes and modifying the model parameters 
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to fit the observed ones. Overall, the model simulates the future impacts of demographic 

change, and thereby provides a tool for conservation efforts. 

 The following is a brief background of the dolphin population in the IRL, the 

survey and mark-resight study that formed the basis for the current model, and finally a 

description of the model and the methods that were used to address the above questions. 

Background  

 The genus Tursiops has a range that is nearly worldwide and has been extensively 

studied in a variety of different areas, from the Mediterranean (Bearzi et al. 2008)  to 

New Zealand (Merriman et al. 2009), and many places in between.  

 In addition to its wide distribution, the bottlenose dolphin is a critical species in 

many ecosystems.  It is a top predator in many ecosystems (Bearzi et al. 2009), including 

Indian River Lagoon.  Changes in the environment, including degradation of habitat and 

increases in pollution, are reflected in the dolphin population  (Mazzoil et al. 2008). 

 This, combined with their place atop the food web, makes dolphins an important 

species in a variety of conservation efforts.  Understanding their range, ecology and 

population dynamics is crucial to these efforts (Bearzi et al. 2009).  

 The big advantage in studying dolphins is that they can be individually identified 

by the markings on their dorsal fin.  The fins are smooth after birth, and remain so as the 

calves are weaned from their mothers to become juveniles.  As the juveniles become 

adults, they acquire unique markings and patterns along the dorsal fin in the form of 

various nicks and scratches that differentiate them from other dolphins even when only 

the dorsal fin is visible above the surface of the water.  These markings are usually 

considered permanent (Read et al. 2003), although there are instances of mark loss as an 
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adult dolphin ages. 

 One challenge in modeling dolphin populations lies in the variance in life histories 

among populations.  For example, the age at which a calf weans from its mother can vary 

widely.  A study of dolphins in captivity by Kastelein (2002) found that calves stopped 

suckling at anywhere from 14 to 37 months.  The primary growth occurs in the first five 

years, but sexual maturity isn’t reached in males until 8-13 years.  Females in captivity 

reached sexual maturity at 7-10 in captivity, but have a wider range in the wild, ranging 

from 5-13 years.  Pregnancy lasts 11.5-12 months, and births occur at 2-3 year intervals 

(Kastelein 2002). 

 This has important implications for a model based on life stages (see Population 

Models).  The model assigns probabilities for the transition from calf to juvenile (after 

weaning) and from juvenile to adult (after reaching sexual maturity).  The wide variance 

in ages of weaning and sexual maturation means that the model has to be flexible enough 

to allow some dolphins to transition from one age class to the next while others remain 

behind.  The wide range of dolphin life histories also illustrates the importance of 

introducing stochasticity into the model to account for that variance.  

 A further advantage of the study is the restricted geographical area of the Indian 

River Lagoon.  A geographically closed population is one of the assumptions of Mark-

Resight (see Abundance Estimation).  The limited access to the Atlantic means the 

population is less influenced by immigration or emigration.  Whether it is completely 

closed remains an open question. 

Study Area   

 The Indian River Lagoon is a narrow estuary that runs for 250 kilometers along the 
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east coast of Florida, starting in the south at Jupiter Inlet and extending north to Ponce De 

Leon Inlet.  The survey team describes the area as follows (see Mazzoil et al. 2008 for a 

more detailed description).  The lagoon has three sections: Mosquito Lagoon, which is 

the northernmost section, running from Ponce De Leon Inlet to the north end of Merritt 

Island; Indian River, which runs south to St Lucie Inlet, and Banana River, an offshoot of 

Indian River.  All of these are interconnected with man-made canals.  The maximum 

depth is 3.7 m in dredged channels and harbors, with an average depth of 1.5 m.  At some 

points the lagoon narrows to only a few meters, but is nearly 9 km across at its widest 

point.  There is Atlantic Ocean access at five inlets and the Canaveral Lock.  

 The lagoon is further divided into 6 segments by the survey team, seen in the map 

below.  The northern areas have low tidal ranges and are vulnerable to pollutant loading.  

The southern areas receive freshwater from canals and agricultural runoff from the Lake 

Okeechobee area (Mazzoil et al. 2008). 

 

Figure 1. 6 divisions of Indian River Lagoon    

Figure 2. Satellite view of IRL from Google Earth 
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Surveys 

By Air:  The initial estimates of abundance for dolphins in the Indian River Lagoon 

come from bi-monthly aerial transect surveys conducted from June 2002 to May 2004, 

running from Ponce de Leon Inlet to St Lucie Inlet (Durden et al. 2011). The advantage 

of the aerial surveys is that they are fast enough to survey the entire length of the lagoon 

in one session, as opposed to a boat, which takes several days to traverse the full length.   

 The aerial surveys yielded a mean estimate of 662 dolphins, with a 95% confidence 

interval of 544 to 842.  The study found seasonal variation, with a high estimate of 1316 

and a low estimate of 362, with the greatest numbers in winter and the lowest in summer.  

By Boat:  Another attempt to get a more accurate estimate of abundance occurred around 

the same time, as a group at Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute (HBOI) undertook 

monthly visual surveys on boats traveling on north-south transects through the lagoon.  

 Dolphins are photographed from the boat using high megapixel cameras.  The 

resulting pictures are then sorted for both picture quality and the distinctiveness of the 

dorsal fin markings.   The pictures are scored on several criteria including focus/clarity, 

contrast, angle, part of fin visible, and proportion of frame filled by the fin.  Each picture 

is given a numerical score, which assigns it to one of three categories: Q1 is excellent 

quality, Q2 is average and Q3 is poor.  Photos of Q1 and Q2 are acceptable for 

identification purposes, but Q3 photos are not. 

 The second rating is D for distinctiveness of fin.  This is a characteristic of the 

dolphin itself, independent of photo quality.  A D1 dolphin has very distinctive fins 

which are clear in distant or unclear photos.  A D2 dolphin has an average amount of 

information, with 1 major or 2 minor features visible on the fin.  A D3 dolphin does not 
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have distinctive dorsal markings, and in general can’t be identified.  D1 and D2 dolphins 

are considered Marked, while D3 dolphins are considered Unmarked.  

Abundance Estimation  

 Mark-recapture studies involve the addition of an external mark or tracker in an 

initial capture session.  Then the subject animals are recaptured at a later date, and the 

ratio of the marked to unmarked animals in the second sample are compared, and then 

used to estimate the population as a whole.  With mark-resight, there is no capture, since 

unique markings, in this case individual marks on the dorsal fin, are used to identify each 

member of a population.  The same basic concept of comparing marked to unmarked is 

still used, but the marked animals are now individually identified in addition to just being 

marked. 

 Mark-recapture, or in this case, mark-resight, employs 6 simplifying assumptions 

(Read 2003).  1)  There is no mark loss during the study.  This could be a problem for 

studies with tags that can fall off or transmitters that can break, but with permanent marks 

along the dorsal fin, this is reasonable.  Occasional mark loss can occur with older adults, 

but it is probably rare enough to go with this assumption.  2)  Animals do not respond to 

capture by becoming more or less likely to be captured in the future.  In other words, 

animals don’t learn to fear or learn to seek out traps.  While there are personality 

differences among dolphins, and some may be more likely to approach a familiar boat 

while others flee, the photographs are taken at a distance that minimizes the dolphins’ 

reaction to the proximity of the boat.  3)  Births and deaths do not occur during the study 

(demographic closure).  Obviously during a multi-year longitudinal study, dolphins will 

die and be born.  Birth Rate and Death Rate are two of the key parameters in making the 
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population model, after all.  However, we can take the first survey of each year as a 

primary sighting and the others as secondary and look at the deaths per year.  We can 

apply demographic closure to shorter time periods, like one year (or even one month) and 

treat deaths and births as occurring at the end of that time period.  4) There is no 

immigration or emigration during the study (geographic closure).  This is one of the big 

advantages of the geography of the Indian River Lagoon.  In an open ocean area, 

dolphins can come and go without restriction, but in the lagoon there are only 6 openings 

to the ocean (5 inlets and the Canaveral Lock).  How much migration takes place between 

the lagoon and the ocean is still an open question, but the restricted environment of the 

lagoon comes much closer to satisfying this assumption than the usual open ocean 

environment.  Even if there is migration, it can be treated similar to births and deaths by 

applying the geographic closure assumption to specific time intervals only.  6)  All 

animals have an equal probability of being re-sighted during a given capture period.  This 

relates back to 2, where some dolphins are likely to approach the boat, and others likely 

to flee.  Dolphins also have specific home ranges, some of which lie directly over the 

boat transect and others that are farther away.  Again, the ability to photograph at a 

distance with high-resolution cameras helps to minimize these effects.  

 In general, mark-recapture or mark-resight analysis works by comparing the 

number of marked and unmarked individuals that are recaptured, or in this case resighted, 

on different surveys.  As an input, the analysis takes a matrix of 1’s and 0’s indicating 

whether or not each marked identified individual was sighted on that survey.  In addition, 

it takes the number of unmarked dolphins on each primary survey and marked 

unidentified dolphins on each survey. 
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 These categories correspond well to the categories used to analyze photographs 

mentioned above.  Clear photos (Q1 or Q2) of dolphins with clear fin markings (D1 or 

D2) are Marked Identified if the dolphin is in the database, or Marked Unidentified if the 

dolphin is unknown (although this is rare given the thoroughness of the surveys).  

Dolphins without distinctive fin markings are D3 and are categorized as Unmarked.  

Unclear photographs (Q3) can still be accounted for in the data.  If an unclear photo 

appears to be of a marked dolphin, that is counted as Marked Unidentified.  If an unclear 

photo appears to be of an unmarked dolphin, that is counted as Unmarked.  The 

photographic protocols of the surveys can be translated in this manner and still account 

for all of the data in the estimate. 

 Mark-resight estimation works by calculating the Maximum Likelihood estimates 

of the parameters of population size and sightability.  The maximum likelihood function 

is a way of working backwards: given the observed data, what is the most likely set of 

parameters that would generate that data?  For one parameter, sighting probability p, the 

likelihood function looks like this, where M is the number marked, p is the sighting 

probability, L is the likelihood, and w is a capture indicator which is 1 if animal i is seen 

on occasion s, and 0 otherwise. 

! 

Lp = ps
wsi (1" ps)

1"wsi

i=1

M s

#   Equation 1 

This equation works specifically with mark-resight protocols in which individuals can be 

identified, such as the one in IRL (Borchers et al. 2010).  For a simple case, the sighting 

probability reduces to p=n/M.  If I have 20 marked squirrels and I resight 10 of them, the 

best estimate of sighting probability is 0.5.  
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 Things quickly become more complicated when estimating multiple parameters.  

Program MARK estimates abundance N for each primary survey, sighting probability p 

for each survey and also heterogeneity in sighting probability.  Each parameter generates 

its own equation, which requires an analytic solution.  MARK looks for the set of values 

for all parameters that maximize the likelihood of having observed the given data (Cooch 

and White 2012). 
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Population Models 

 I started with a basic population model with only calves and adults as age classes 

and built it step by step, adding more complexity each time.  The equations were coded 

into the stats program R.  See the R code appendix for details. 

 The model is based on 4 classes: calves, juveniles, unknown adults and 

marked/known adults.  Calves, if they survive, can mature to become juveniles or remain 

calves for another time step (year).  Juveniles can mature into adults or remain juveniles.  

For simplicity, we take the step of acquiring dorsal markings to be crucial to the 

transition from juvenile to adult.  If juveniles mature, they can either be unknown adults 

if they are unidentified, or known adults if they are identified and entered into the 

database. 

 Unknown adults remain in that category until they are identified, at which point 

they become known adults.  Known adults have some chance of losing their mark and 

entering the unknown category.  Both sets of adults can be active in reproduction, so the 

group of calves for the next time step is calculated by multiplying both groups by the 

birth rate (and then by the calf survival rate).
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Figure 3. Stage transition diagram for dolphin population 

 The transition from each stage to the next is described by four equations, one for 

each group.  In addition to being a helpful tool to visualize the life cycles, the life cycle 

graph is isomorphic to the population projection matrix (Caswell 2001).  N is the 

population number, with subscripts c, j, u, and k for calves, juveniles, unknown and 

marked known respectively.  The birth rate is b, and the survivorship for each stage is s 

(survivorship is just 1- death rate) with the same subscripts as above.  The probability of 

maturing from one stage to the next is mc (calf ! juvenile) or mj (juvenile to adult, either 

unknown or known).  The probabilities of being identified are g for mark gain and the 

probability of losing a mark is L for mark loss.  The parameters for b, s, m, g and L are all 

probabilites per time step, and are between 0 and 1.  

 The four equations that project the population size forward one time step are:  

Nc(t+1) = scb(Nu(t)+ Nk(t)) + scNc(t)(1-mc) 

Nj(t+1) = sjNj(t)(1-mj) + scNc(t)mc 

Nu(t+1) = sjNj(t)mj(1-g) + saNu(t)(1-g) + saNk(t)L  Equation 2 

Nk(t+1) = sjNj(t)mjg + saNk(t)(1-L) + saNug 
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 In words, the number of calves in the next time step is equal to the number of 

calves born that survive plus the number of calves from the previous year who do not 

mature to juveniles (thus remaining calves).  The number of juveniles is the juveniles 

who survive and do not mature plus the calves who survive and mature.  The unknown 

adults are juveniles who survive, mature but are not identified, plus any unknown adults 

that remain unidentified and marked that lose their mark.  Finally, the known adults are 

the juveniles who survive, mature and are identified, unknown adults who are identified, 

and known adults who survive and keep their mark. 

 The above equations can be expressed more succinctly as a matrix: 

! 

sc (1"mc ) 0 scb scb
scmc s j (1"m j ) 0 0
0 s jm j (1" g) sa (1" g) saL
0 sgm jg sag sa (1" L)

# 
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% 
% 
% 
% 

& 

' 

( 
( 
( 
( 
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N j (t)
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" 

# 

$ 
$ 
$ 
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& 

' 
' 
' 
' 

= 
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Nc (t +1)
N j (t +1)
Nu(t +1)
Nk (t +1)

" 

# 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 
' 

 

Equation 3 

 The matrix illustrates some of the model’s symmetries.  Each column represents 

the contributions of each class to the next time step, with the first column being calves, 

then juveniles, unknown adults and known adults.  One can also see how the probabilities 

of maturity, mark gain and mark loss add up to one (it’s (1-m) in one row, m in the next). 

 The advantage of this model is that it takes the survey protocol into account.  

Dolphins are categorized differently in surveys and in program MARK based on whether 

or not their dorsal markings have been identified and entered into the database.  The 

model takes this into account, and allows movement from unknown to known as the 

dolphin is identified, or from known to unknown if the dorsal fin markings become 

indistinct over time. 
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 There was the possibility of having a separate category for unmarked dolphins, 

but it seemed to add complexity without giving more information.  Calves and juveniles 

are considered to be unmarked.  When a juvenile acquires dorsal fin markings, it moves 

into one of the adult categories.  All unidentified adults, regardless of mark quality, go in 

the unknown adult category. 

 High rates of mark loss could affect the estimate of death rate.  If an older dolphin 

loses a mark, he can’t be sighted and identified, so he gets 0’s in the database.  After 

enough 0’s, he may be assumed dead.  Meanwhile, the same dolphin is identified with a 

new mark and given a new name.  So mark loss and re-identification could be mistaken 

for death and immigration in theory.  In reality, the marks rarely change, and when they 

do, it is usually possible to connect the ‘new’ dolphin to the old one and maintain 

accurate sighting numbers. 

 The main advantage of the model is that it is forward looking.  It gives us the 

ability to project the population forward in time, and look at the effects that small 

changes in parameters have on the potential population dynamics.  We can simulate the 

population out to any number of years and calculate the probability that the populations 

are still viable given various starting conditions.  Various environmental effects can be 

modeled by including their effects on birth and death rates.  Different sampling regimens 

could be examined via changes in the mark gain rate. 

Applications of the Deterministic Model 

 The first step in building the models is the deterministic models. The matrix and 

equations above were coded in (see R code appendix for details under 

dolphin.dynamics.marked).  While the deterministic model is not very realistic in that it 
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has no variance in the predicted outcome, it is a good place to start to determine 

parameter values for the stochastic simulations.  It allows the calculation of a dominant 

eigenvalue, and a series of partial derivatives can be used to calculate sensitivity. 

 In order to estimate the initial parameters, I used two methods.  I took figures 

published in a study of a dolphin population in the Bahamas that had an adult survival 

rate of 0.92-0.95 and a per capita recruitment (birth rate x calf survival, plus any 

immigrants) of 0.04- 0.07 (Fearnbach et al. 2012).  As a rough estimate, I took a three 

year sample of data from the IRL and counted the number of dolphins who were sighted 

in years 1 and 2 and not in 3.  I took those to be deaths.  Similarly, I counted the number 

of dolphins who were not sighted in years 1 and 2 and took those as an estimate of births.  

This yielded figures in the same range, with adult survival around 0.9 and recruitment 

(surviving births) around 0.1. 

 Once there is an estimate of parameter values, R can be used to calculate 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the matrix.  The dominant eigenvalue, !1 (just ! from 

here on, since the dominant eigenvalue is the only one we’re concerned with) can be 

interpreted as the asymptotic population growth rate.  If !>1, the population will grow 

exponentially, and for !<1, it will decline.  The corresponding right eigenvector describes 

the stable age distribution, and the left eigenvector shows the age-specific reproductive 

value (Caswell 2001). 

 The key thing about calculating the parameter values with respect to the dominant 

eigenvalue is that it gives us a good idea of what values make !=1 and thereby maintain a 

stable population. 
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 For the initial values of adult, juvenile and calf survival=0.9, birth rate=0.1, 

maturity=0.8, mark gain=0.8 and mark loss=0.1, the dominant eigenvalue=0.974.  This 

indicates that a population with these values will decline over time. 

 The population has existed for many years, so a useful set of parameters would be 

those that describe a stable population, with != 1.  If you hold all the other parameter 

values constant, then for each parameter, there is a value for which the dominant 

eigenvalue=1, meaning the population is stable.  The parameter values that lead to !=1, 

with the other parameters held constant with the above values, are as follows:  Adult 

survival= 0.931; Juvenile survival had no sufficient value (even if juvenile survival=1, 

!<1); Calf survival had no sufficient value; Birth rate= 0.144. 

 As the other parameter values change, then the values needed to make !=1 change 

as well.  As adult survival decreases, birth rate and calf survival would have to increase to 

compensate.  Because calf survival is multiplied times birth rate in the first time step, but 

also times maturity or 1-maturity as the calf ages, the relationship between calf survival 

and adult survival rates is not linear.  Birth rate vs adult survival is linear.  Figures 3a and 

3b show the line for !=1 for calf survival vs adult survival, and then birth rate vs adult 

survival. 
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Figure 4. Curve where !=1 for Calf and Adult Survival.  Birth held equal to 0.1 
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Figure 5. Line where !=1 for Birth Rate and Adult Survival. Calf survival = 0.9 

 The deterministic matrix can also be used to estimate the stable age distribution.  

For any population whose dynamics are described by this matrix, we can examine the 

ratio of each class to the total population.  The dominant right eigenvector gives the ratio 

of each class to the whole.  The numbers differ slightly, depending on which values were 

used to make !=1, but by using the stable state, we can avoid transient variation as much 

as possible in the simulations. 

 For the population mentioned above, the ratios were calves=0.100, juveniles= 

0.090, unknown adults= 0.096, and known adults= 0.713 of the total population.  There 

are over 700 known adults in the database, so an estimate of 90-100 in each of the other 

groups provides a starting point for the simulations. 
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 The ratio of calves to adults is also supported in the literature, as aerial surveys 

found calves to be between 7.7% and 11.1% of all known age class animals sighted 

(Durden et al. 2011). 

 The deterministic matrix presents the opportunity to perform a sensitivity 

analysis.  It was seen above that an increase of 0.031 in adult survival and 0.044 in birth 

rate were enough to change a population from declining to stable, while no increase in 

calf or juvenile survival could do the same.  This leads to the idea that certain parameters 

are more critical to population growth than others.  A sensitivity analysis calculates the 

change in ! given a change in each parameter.  To be more formal, Si,j=("!/"aij) where " 

is the partial derivative of ! for each element of the matrix and i,j are the coordinates of 

each point in the matrix.  I conducted this calculation in R (see “Sensitivity” in R 

appendix).  The values are as follows: Adult survival= 0.843, Juvenile survival= 0.085, 

Calf Survival= 0.154, Birth Rate= 0.624, Maturity from Calf to Juvenile= 0.007, Maturity 

from Juvenile to Adult= 0.007.  Mark Gain and Mark Loss= 0 (This must be true because 

these are variables that deal with survey protocols, and don’t affect the population itself).  

 This supports the idea that adult survival is the most important, followed by birth 

rate and calf survival.  An adult contributes to the population in two ways: it is counted 

among the adult population Nk, and as an individual with a high survival rate it is likely 

to continue to be counted for many years; and the birth rate is multiplied by the number 

of adults to generate the number of new calves each year.  In the model, birth rate and 

calf survival are not always multiplied together.  Together they can be thought of as the 

probability that a calf is born and survives the first year, but the sensitivities differ 
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because calf survival is also multiplied by those calves who don’t mature and are thus in 

the calf class for another year.  

Model Applications of Stochasticity 

 One of the key results of incorporating stochasticity into a model is that 

populations could become extinct in a stochastic model even when the deterministic 

model showed the population persisting indefinitely.  This highlights the importance of 

including stochasticity into the model.  There are two main kinds of stochasticity: 

demographic and environmental (Gotelli 2008).  Demographic stochasticity is based 

around the randomness of birth and death.  Two individuals in the same age class who are 

equally fit will have the same survival probability, but the outcome of the binomial draw 

is either live or die.  One may outlive the other or produce more offspring just due to the 

random events.  Environmental stochasticity reflects changes in the environment, which 

affects the parameters themselves, and thereby the entire population.  Demographic 

stochasticity is particularly dangerous in small populations, where random losses can 

accumulate.  Environmental stochasticity can affect populations regardless of size 

(Melbourne & Hastings 2008). 

 In order to build stochasticity into the matrix in R (see appendix), we introduced a 

binomial distribution to each variable.  Each survival/death, birth and transition (or lack) 

between stages is a random variable with a value drawn from a binomial distribution with 

the mean specified by each parameter value above.  I used the model in R to generate 

hypothetical data sets, which can then be analyzed with mark-recapture techniques and 

compared to the real ones. 
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 Demographic stochasticity is described in the model by the binomial distribution.  

The actual parameter values of birth rate, death rate (1-survival), and probability of 

maturing are set as constants, but the number for the next time step is drawn from a 

binomial distribution with the range of 0 to N(t) with mean of Np, where p is the 

probability, in this case the adult survival rate.  Environmental stochasticity would be 

included by incorporating random variation in the parameter values, which is not part of 

the present analysis.  

Simulations with the Stochastic Model 

 The stochastic model allows us to adjust the parameters and see the results of a 

wide variety of starting values  Figure 4 shows one replicate of the simulated populations 

of all 4 classes for 50 years.  The value of adult survival was 0.93, a value above that 

made the eigenvalue= 1.  This leads us to expect a stable population, but with fluctuations 

due to the distributions of births, deaths and stage transitions. 
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Figure 6. Simulation of all four classes with Adult Survival= 0.93 

 The four figures lend a visual representation of the variance.  The variance of a 

binomial is np(1-p) where n is the number of trials and p is the probability of each trial.

 The stochastic simulation can also illustrate the importance of a given value.  We 

saw above that the sensitivity was highest with respect to adult survival.  Figures 

NUMBER through NUMBER demonstrates how small changes in adult survival can 

have large impacts on the future population. 
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Figure 7. Adult Survival=0.92, != 0.991 
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Figure 8. Adult Survival= 0.93, != 0.999 
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Figure 9. Adult Survival= 0.94, != 1.008 

Stochastic Simulations with Immigration 

 Although immigration to the lagoon is an open question, the stochastic model 

allows us to simulate the effects.  In particular, we can estimate how much immigration is 

needed to offset changes in adult survival (or birth rate, or any other parameter).  

Simulating immigration or emigration can also allow us to study the effect on mark-

resight population estimates. 
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 With a starting adult population of 700 adults in the estimated stable state 

distribution, a change of 0.01 in adult survival is worth 7 adults, on average.  To test the 

effects of immigration, I lowered the adult survival from 0.93, where the population was 

stable, to 0.9, where it declines.  In the second graph, I added 21 immigrants a year (0.03 

reduction in survival times 700 adults). 

 

Figure 10. Adult Survival=0.9, no immigration 
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Figure 11. Adult Survival= 0.9, imm= 21 per year 

 The addition of even a small number of dolphins can stabilize a declining 

population.  The immigrants are added to the unknown adults class, where they can 

reproduce in the next time step.  The unknown dolphins are added to the known class 

according to the mark gain probability, which is currently set at 0.8, meaning 80% of the 

unknowns move into known each year.  The unknown adults class is replenished by 

juveniles growing older, a few known adults losing marks, and, in this example, 

immigrants from the Atlantic population. 

 Because the immigrants enter the unknown adults class (and possibly juvenile), 

the presence of immigrants could be detected if the ratio of unknown to known exceeds 
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that predicted by the deterministic matrix.  Or, if the measured values of birth and 

survival rates predict a declining population, but the population is found to increase, then 

immigration is the likely cause.   
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Viability Analysis 

 The most direct application of the model is a population viability analysis.  The R 

code generates replicate data sets based on the current values of birth rate, maturity and 

survival.  The parameters are set.  Each year’s number of births, deaths and transitions are 

random draws from a binomial distribution with the mean established by the number of 

individuals and probability of each event.  This introduces randomness, meaning that 

after, say 50 years, any given population can either be extinct (N=0) or not, even given 

the same starting parameter values.  The fraction of the simulated populations that persist 

is an estimate of the probability of persistence for, in this case 50 years, with given 

annual birth and survival probabilities. 

 Figures 7a-c show the probability of persistence of a population over 100 years.  

The parameter estimates of 0.9 for adult survival created a graph where all the  

populations survived, so I lowered the estimate to 0.8 in order to evaluate its effect on 

persistence.  The survival values for Figure 7a are 0.8 for calf, juvenile and adult 

survival, a birth rate of 0.1 and an initial population of 700 marked adults, 100 unknown 

dolphins, 100 juveniles and 100 calves, which was estimated from the stable state ratios 

in the deterministic matrix. 
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Figure 12. Probability of persistence at survival=0.8 

 The probability of persistence is sensitive to different values of survival.  Figure 

7b shows the probability of persistence of our same hypothetical population of 700 

known adults with calf, juvenile and adult survival at 0.85, followed by all survivals at 

0.75 in Figure 7c. 
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Figure 13. Probability of Persistence at survival =0.85 
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Figure 14. Probability of Persistence at survival=0.75 

 There are a couple of important things to note about the simulations and graphs 

for the probability of persistence.  As noted in the sensitivity analysis, the persistence 

probability is closely dependent upon initial survival probabilities.  Changing the adult 

survival by just 0.05 in either direction had large effects on the time that a population was 

likely to survive.  At adult survival of 0.85, nearly every population survived past 50 

years.  For adult survival of 0.75, very few populations made it to 50 years. 

 The second thing to note is that while changing the survival probabilities can 

stretch the curve or shift it left or right, it doesn’t change the shape.  Similarly, changing 

initial population size has no effect on the shape of the curve.  The S-shaped distribution 

is to be expected as a result of the binomial distribution which underlies the simulation.  
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A few populations get unlucky and die quickly.  A few get lucky and survive longer, but 

the majority has closely bunched persistence values between the two extremes. 

 It is interesting to note that all of the populations with adult survival= 0.9 

persisted at least 100 years.  From the deterministic model, we know this population to be 

declining, with != 0.974. 

 So why does one model show the population declining, while the other shows it 

persisting for 100 years?  The key is the rate of decline.  With a large starting population 

of 700 adults, the population can decline and still exist for a number of years.  In the 

following graph, Figure 8, the population declines but never reaches zero, which means 

the persistence model still counts it. 

Figure 15. Adult survival at 0.9 over 100 years  
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 The advantage of this kind of simulation is that it gives threshold values and 

probabilities for the worst case scenario of a population going extinct.  The disadvantage 

is that there are a variety of initial inputs that affect the curve.  Rather than experiment 

with dozens of graphs that change one or two values, what we really want is a way to 

compare the interplay of different parameters and their effects on persistence. 

Survival Probability (Adult Survival vs. Calf Survival) 

 Rather than change parameters one by one, this analysis calculated the probability 

of persistence through 1000 simulations for every pair of values of calf and adult survival 

over 50 time steps.  In other words, it takes sets calf survival equal to 0.1, then runs every 

value of adult survival, calculates the probability of persistence for 50 time steps, then 

sets calf survival equal to 0.2, runs every value of adult survival, and so on. 

 The graph connects points of equal persistence probability.  For example, a 

population with adult survival= 0.9 and calf survival= 0.1 has a 90% chance of persisting 

for 50 years; a population with adult survival= 0.85 and a calf survival= 0.8 has the same 

chance. 

 As seen above, there is a difference between persisting and remaining stable.  The 

region with no chance of extinction is to the right of the last line.  Not all of those 

populations are growing or stable.  Some are declining.  With a sufficiently low calf 

survival rate like 0.1, there are no values of adult survival that lead to a positive 

eigenvalue.  The jaggedness of rightmost line is due to randomness and lack of numerical 

precision at the extremes. 
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Figure 16.  Survival Probability over 50 years.   

 This graph illustrates that the largest driver of population persistence is adult 

survival, specifically breeding adults.  The simulation does not separate breeding and 

non-breeding adults; the birth rate and calf survival are multiplied by the adult population 

to generate the mean number of calves for the binomial draw that is taken for the next 

time step.  In this instance the birth rate was set at 0.1. 

 To further examine the role of birth rate, I doubled the simulated value from 0.1 

to 0.2 in Figure 9b.  The increased birth rate didn’t affect values at low calf survival, but 

at high calf survival rates, the higher birth rate allowed populations to persist at adult 

survival rates below 0.7. 
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Figure 17. Survival Probability over 50 years, b=0.2 

 Large changes in calf survival have only small effects on survival probability, 

while small increases in adult survival lead to large jumps in viability.  Increases in birth 

rate, somewhat obviously, have the largest effect in populations with high calf survival.  

An upper estimate of 0.2 as a birth rate is reasonable.  As mentioned in the background, 

dolphins often reproduce every 2-3 years.  If every female in the population reproduced 

every year, the birth rate would be 0.5, since the adult population includes both males and 

females (to be precise, you would multiply by the proportion of females).  Reproducing at  

2 year intervals, the birth rate would be 0.25 (0.5/2), and three would be 0.167 (0.5/3).  

The actual birth rate is probably lower, but 0.2 is a reasonable upper bound. 
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Estimated Extinction Time 

 This analysis is similar to the one above, but rather than give the probability of 

persisting for a fixed period of time, it connects the median time to extinction for each 

pair of adult and calf survival values. 

Figure 18. Extinction Time 

 Unlike the survival probability graphs, where most of the change occurred 

between adult survival values of 0.7-0.9, this graph encompasses the entire range of 

values for both parameters.  Again, as adult survival values increase from 0.8 to 0.9, the 

chances of long term survival increase. 

 Both graphs have a similar shape, which illuminates something about the 

relationship between the two parameters.  If both parameters were equally important in 

survival, then there would be a linear relationship.  The curve demonstrates the increased 

weight of adult survival, a conclusion borne out by the sensitivity analysis.   
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 The same caveat applies for estimating extinction time as for persistence.  The 

populations that survive may still be declining, as long as a few dolphins remain in the 

simulation after 50 years.  The graph shows all populations remaining viable to the right 

of adult survival= 0.9, even though we know from earlier calculations that those 

populations are declining.   
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Power Analysis 

 One common question is the relationship between survey frequency and 

confidence interval in estimating population size, and by extension, vital parameters like 

adult survival and birth rate, as well as overall growth rate.  Figure 11 shows the 

relationship between survey number and the upper and lower bounds of the confidence 

interval.   The interval decreases as the initial number of surveys increase, then declines 

more slowly as the surveys per year approach 10.
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Figure 19. Upper/ Lower Bounds of Confidence Intervals for Number of Surveys 

 The simulation uses a sample data set from 2002-2005 to set the survey number 

and the number of known dolphins.  For each survey frequency, it randomly selects that 

number of columns and generates the estimate of population size through 1000 trials.  

The number of dolphins in the data set is taken as the correct population value, and the 

simulation compares the estimated values with that to generate confidence intervals.  

Because the simulation includes the known dolphins as already in the data set, it reflects 

the current state of affairs in which several hundred dolphins are identified in the 

database and takes that as the starting point for continued sampling. 
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 In order to translate confidence interval into % decline, it is not enough simply to 

detect a value outside the 95% confidence interval.  Instead, the confidence intervals of 

the detected value must lie outside the confidence intervals of the original estimate. 

 Take an adult population of 700 dolphins as an example.  Assume there are 12 

surveys in year 1 to give a CI of ± 10 dolphins.  In year 2, another 12 surveys are done, 

and the abundance is estimated at 685 dolphins, again with CI of ± 10.  While 685 lies 

outside the 95% CI of the first estimate, it is not sufficiently low to have a 95% certainty 

of decline because the value of 685 has its own confidence interval that overlaps those of 

the initial estimate.  In other words, in year 1 there is 95% certainty there are between 

690 and 710 adult dolphins, and in year 2 there is 95% certainty there are between 675 

and 695 dolphins, but one cannot be certain of decline, since a value of 690-695 would be 

in the confidence interval of both values. 

 In order to have 95% confidence in decline, the confidence intervals must not 

overlap.  In this example, with a CI of ±10 for both years, the second value would have to 

be 679 or less to be 95% certain of decline.  If the first year’s estimate is 690-710 with 

95% confidence and the second year’s is 669-689 with 95% confidence, a decline can 

then be detected.  As a percentage, a drop of 21 dolphins out of 700, or 3%, is required in 

order to detect that decline.  Another way to think of this is that the decline must exceed 

the size of the confidence interval.  A CI of ±10 has an absolute size of 20, so either an 

increase or decrease must be larger than 20 out of 700 to be detected, because both values 

have confidence intervals that can’t overlap. 

 An 8-year mark-resight study of Guiana dolphins (Sotalia guianensis) in Brazil 

with an average of 11 surveys per year found that they could detect either an overall 
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decline of 45% or a yearly decline of 8% with acceptable statistical power ((1-!)=0.8) 

(Cantor et al. 2011). 
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Discussion 

 It is hoped that these models could be of particular use to conservation.  The 

matrix equations which form the mathematical background for the deterministic model 

can be used to calculate eigenvalues for different parameter values, which can quickly 

determine if a given survival rate or birth rate leads to an increasing or declining 

population under deterministic conditions.  One handy rule of thumb is that, given a 

constant death rate, the yearly death rate = 1/average life span.  If a species has an 

average life span of 20 years, the death rate is 1/20, or 0.05, which translates to an adult 

survival of 0.95. 

 From the deterministic section, we saw that an adult survival rate of 0.93 is 

sufficient for a stable population (!=1) with birth rate=0.1 and calf survival at 0.9.  An 

adult survival of 0.93 indicates an average life span of only 14.3 years, indicating that our 

estimate is low. 

 The graphs of eigenvalues for pairs of calf and adult survival, and birth rate and 

adult survival, combined with the eigenvalue calculation of the matrix, allow us to not 

only estimate the growth rate, but to determine thresholds for declining populations.  For 

every observed value of two parameters, we know what the value of the third needs to be 

to prevent decline. 
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 The same program allows the sensitivity analysis, which showed that adult 

survival was the largest driver of population dynamics, followed by birth rate and calf 

survival.  The importance of breeding adults is that they have the potential to produce 

many offspring over their lives, while also contributing to the population as a long-lived 

individual. 

 The idea of (breeding) adult survival being most important to species viability is 

similar to the result found by Crowder et al. in their study and model of loggerhead turtle 

excluder devices in trawl fishing.  The study found that protecting large juveniles and 

adults was more effective than increases in egg survivorship or fecundity at ensuring 

species persistence (Crowder et al. 1994). 

 The stochastic model goes one step further, by introducing randomness, it allows 

us to see one possible outcome for a given set of parameters.  Further, it allows values of 

immigration or emigration to be introduced, and we can estimate how much immigration 

is needed to cancel out a decline in either birth rate or adult survival.  Or, by changing the 

sign, how emigration would affect the population over time. 

 This has advantages for populations where the parameters of abundance, birth and 

death are accurately estimated, because it allows managers to imagine ‘what-if’ scenarios 

and simulate the results over 50 years.  For example, if an increase in a lipophilic 

pollutant is found to reduce calf survival, lower values can be put into the model to see 

how they will affect the population long term. 

 The viability analysis, or probability of persistence, found that even for low rates 

of adult survival, the population had a high chance of surviving for 100 years.  Even the 

lowest value of 0.75 for adult survival had some populations persist for 40 years.  As an 
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example, and adult survival rate of 0.75 translates to an average life span of 4 years.  The 

viability is primarily due to the large population size (~700 adults) and the time it would 

take for a population of that size to reach extinction. 

 The viability analysis puts into perspective the size of disturbance that would be 

needed to drive the population to extinction, and shows that the population is unlikely to 

go extinct within the next 50-100 years without a huge drop in adult survival.  It is 

important to remember the difference between persistence, which can include a long 

decline, and stability, where the population remains roughly the same over time. 

 The graphs of survival probability and extinction time present two similar ideas in 

visual form.  Both are set up with adult survival on the x-axis and calf survival on the y-

axis.  For any pair of survival values, it’s easy to see either the probability of surviving 50 

years, or the time until extinction.  This allows us to make the same analysis as the 

probability of persistence graphs, but with both calf and adult survival values.  As rates of 

birth and death are monitored, they can be compared to the viability curve to see if values 

drop below critical levels over time.  If birth or survival rates drop below a certain 

threshold, then we can predict a certain likelihood of population decline and eventual 

extinction. 

 The power analysis is also applicable to field work in that it provides a measure 

for calculating the return on monitoring efforts.  A given level of accuracy necessitates a 

given level of survey frequency, and this analysis describes the relationship between the 

two.  Given the dolphins already in the database, increasing surveys per year immediately 

narrows the confidence interval for small numbers of surveys.  As the surveys reach 8-12 

per year, the confidence intervals stabilize around plus or minus 10.  The small number of 
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dolphins with respect to a known population over 700 reflects the wealth of data from 

years of prior surveys.   A decrease of 5%, for example, would be 35 dolphins, which 

would be detectable within the bounds of the confidence interval. 

 The ultimate goal is to produce models and computer simulations that help with 

scientific and conservation efforts in the field, and is flexible enough to be used in a 

variety of ecosystems.  The above analyses demonstrate the utility of this generalizable 

age-class model and show a few of its potential applications. 
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Appendix 1: R code 
 

 Here I include a step-by-step description of how the model and simulations were 

built along with the accompanying R code.  I started with basic model of Acorn 

Woodpecker population in R from Erik’s previous Ecological Theory classes.  This 

program created a graph of N vs t for 70 time steps (years) based on birth rate and 

juvenile and adult survival rates. 

woodpecker.dynamics<-function() {  

 

  #Stacey & Taper's (1992) data 

  survA=c(0.53,0.68,0.71,0.38,0.54,0.69,0.66,0.49,0.61) 

  survJ=c(0.56,0.64,0.30,0.40,0,0.38,0.18,0.25,0.44) 

  birth=c(3.38,1.27,2.77,2.17,0.05,4.00,2.37,0.50,1.60) 

 

  Rt=0.5*birth*survJ+survA #calculate R(t) from the data--multiply birth by 0.5 because 

S&T report births per pair 

  rt=log(Rt)   #r(t) = ln(R(t)) 

  rt.mean=mean(rt)  #mean of r 

  rt.stdev=sd(rt)   #standard deviation of r 
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  N=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  N[1]=52  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

    if(N[t]>=2){ #population has at least one pair 

      rt.rand=rnorm(1,mean=rt.mean,sd=rt.stdev) #draw a random value for r(t) 

      N[t+1]=N[t]*exp(rt.rand) #calculate the new population size 

    } 

    else N[t+1]=0 #if the population consists of less than one pair, it is extinct 

  }   

  plot(1:71,N,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="N(t)") #plot population size vs. time 

} 

 

I modified the program to include 3 age classes for dolphins: calves, juveniles and adults.  

I took out the survival rates and birth rate and put in estimates based on both IRL and 

Bahama studies, as well as spreadsheet estimate (new 1’s in year 3 are calves, 1’s that 

disappear are deaths).  Estimates vary, but 0.1 is in the ballpark for both birth and death 

rate, so that’s where I started.  This model has randomness built into it [3rd line of the 

‘for’ loop- draws a random value for r(t)]. 

 

dolphin.dynamics<-function() {  

 

  survA=c(0.95,0.9,0.85) #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 
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  survJ=c(0.95,0.9,0.85) #interesting things happen when you play with survival 

  survC=c(0.95,0.9,0.85) #adding in calf survival- just copied survJ for now. Note: it will 

accept 1 number for all 3 values. 

  #birth=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1) #R got mad at me when I only used 1 value 

for birth. So I just put in same estimate for all values 

birth=0.1 

 

  Rt=birth*survC+ 0.5*(survJ+survA) #calculate R(t) from the data. Introduced calf 

survival. Tried 0.5 *(survJ+survA) because otherwise Rt was too big. 

  rt=log(Rt)   #r(t) = ln(R(t)) 

  rt.mean=mean(rt)  #mean of r 

  rt.stdev=sd(rt)   #standard deviation of r 

 

  N=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  N[1]=52  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

    if(N[t]>=2){ #population has at least one pair 

      rt.rand=rnorm(1,mean=rt.mean,sd=rt.stdev) #draw a random value for r(t) 

      N[t+1]=N[t]*exp(rt.rand) #calculate the new population size 

    } 

    else N[t+1]=0 #if the population consists of less than one pair, it is extinct 

  }   
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  plot(1:71,N,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="N(t)") #plot population size vs. time 

} 

 

 The equation for Rt doesn’t add much, since I averaged the survival rates for 

juveniles and adults and lumped them together: Rt=birth*survC+ 0.5*(survJ+survA). One 

thing at a time.  Using the range of survival values of 0.95, 0.9 and 0.85, the graph shows 

fluctuations instead of a smooth curve.  [Tried to paste Rplot.pdf here but it didn’t work.  

Something to figure out eventually] 

 

 Next step was to add in the three age classes as meaningful components (instead 

of just averaging them out).  Started with just calves and adults, but used two equations 

that allowed calves to either remain calves or become adults:  

 

Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Na[t] 

Na[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*maturity+survA*Na[t] 

 

Where Nc is number of calves, Na is number of adults, and maturity is the probability a 

calf will mature.  The two equations can also easily be put into a matrix.  Here is the R 

code: 

 

dolphin.dynamics.calves<-function() {  

 

  survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 
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  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  Nc=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Na=array(0,71) 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Na[1]=500 

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

   Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Na[t] 

   Na[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*maturity+survA*Na[t]   

  }   

  print(c(Nc[71]/(Na[71]+Nc[71]),Na[71]/(Na[71]+Nc[71]))) 

 

  par(mfcol=c(2,1)) 

  plot(1:71,Nc,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nc(t)") #plot population size vs. time 

  plot(1:71,Na,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Na(t)") 

  A=matrix(c(survC*(1-

maturity),survC*birth,survC*maturity,survA),nrow=2,ncol=2,byrow=TRUE) 

  eigen(A)   

} 
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This code creates 2 graphs, one of Nc vs t and on of Na vs t.  It is a deterministic model, 

and shows a smoothly declining population with the current values.  The eigen vectors 

are shown, and can be used to find the final ratio of Na:Nc.  The dominant eigenvalue 

gives the growth rate (R), and the corresponding eigenvector gives the stable age 

distribution. 

 

I expanded the equations and R code into 3 age classes.  The maturing calves become 

juveniles, and maturing juveniles become adults.  The 3 equations are similar to those 

above, as is the matrix and the R code.  This is still a deterministic model.  The equations: 

 

Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Na[t] 

Nj[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*Nc[t]*maturity 

Na[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity+survA*Na[t]   

 

The matrix: 

[ survC(1-maturity)  0    survC*birth] [Nc(t)]   [Nc(t+1)]  

[ survC*maturity  survJ(1-maturity)  0 ] [Nj(t) ]  =[Nj(t+1)] 

[   0    survJ(maturity)  survA ] [Na(t)]   [Na(t+1)] 

 

The R code: 

dolphin.dynamics.juv<-function() {  

 



! (&!

  survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  Nc=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,71) 

  Na=array(0,71) 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Na[1]=500 

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

   Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Na[t] 

   Nj[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*Nc[t]*maturity 

   Na[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity+survA*Na[t]   

  }   

print(c(Nc[71]/(Na[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nj[71]/(Na[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Na[71]/(Na[7

1]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]))) 

 

  par(mfcol=c(3,1)) 

  plot(1:71,Nc,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nc(t)") #plot population size vs. time 



! ('!

  plot(1:71,Nj,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nj(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Na,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Na(t)") 

 

  A=matrix(c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth,survC*maturity,survJ*(1-

maturity),0,0,survJ*maturity,survA),nrow=3,ncol=3,byrow=TRUE) 

  eigen(A)   

} 

 This code introduces known/unknown dolphins, bringing the total classes to 4: 

calves, juveniles, unkown adults and known adults.  I had originally described the adult 

classes as ‘marked unknown’ and ‘marked known’ before changing to just known and 

unknown.  That’s why the code has Nmu and Nmk.  I changed the names in the text, but 

I’m not going to do it in the code because small changes can lead to big errors.  It works 

now, and I’m not touching it.   

 There is a rate for transition from juvenile to marked unknown and juvenile to 

marked known, and a rate for marked adults to lose their mark and transition back into 

the unknown category. 

 For simplicity, I’ve taken calves and juveniles to be unmarked, and adults to be 

either unknown or known.   

 This model is deterministic, so it explicitly depends on the initial parameters.  The 

last few lines create a 4x4 matrix which allows us to calculate eigen values. 

 

dolphin.dynamics.marked<-function() {  

 



! ((!

  survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

   

  Nc=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,71) 

  Nmu=array(0,71) 

  Nmk=array(0,71) 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Nmu[1]=100 

  Nmk[1]=500 

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

   Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Nmu[t]+survC*birth*Nmk[t] 

   Nj[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*Nc[t]*maturity 

#   Nmu[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*(1-

markgain)+survA*Nmk[t]*markloss+survA*Nmu*(1-markgain) #missing [t] after Nmu  



! ()!

   Nmu[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*(1-

markgain)+survA*Nmk[t]*markloss+survA*Nmu[t]*(1-markgain)   

   

Nmk[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*markgain+survA*Nmu[t]*markgain+survA*Nmk[t]*(

1-markloss)  

  }   

#  

print(c(Nc[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nj[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71

]+Nc[71]),Nmu[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nmk/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+N

j[71]+Nc[71]))) #missing[t] after Nmk 

  

print(c(Nc[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nj[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71

]+Nc[71]),Nmu[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nmk[t]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]

+Nj[71]+Nc[71]))) 

 

  par(mfcol=c(4,1)) 

  plot(1:71,Nc,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nc(t)") #plot population size vs. time 

  plot(1:71,Nj,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nj(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Nmu,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nmu(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Nmk,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nmk(t)") 

 

#  A=matrix(c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth, survC*birth,survC*maturity,survJ*(1-

maturity),0,0,0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*(1-



! (*!

markloss),0,survJ*maturity*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-

markloss)),nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A[1,]=c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth, survC*birth) 

  A[2,]=c(survC*maturity,survJ*(1-maturity),0,0) 

#  A[3,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markloss)) 

#last element incorrect 

  A[3,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*markloss) 

  A[4,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-markloss)) 

  eigen(A) 

   

} 

 

 The next two codes are out of order chronologically, but they belong next to the 

deterministic model.  The first code calculates the roots of the matrix equations (the value 

for a given parameter that makes the eigenvalue=1).  It loads the numDeriv library and 

uses the uniroot function to calculate roots one at a time.  The root that you want to find 

must be labeled ‘root.try’ in the first section, and all other parameters should be 

x[number] in proper order. 

 

roots<-function() { 

library(numDeriv) 

     



! (+!

eigen.function<-function(root.try,x){ 

  survA=x[1] #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=x[2]  

  survC=x[3] #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=root.try  #change the value you want to root.try and put back x[4] 

  maturityc=x[5] #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  maturityj=x[6] 

  markgain=x[7] #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=x[8] #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

 

  A=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A[1,]=c(survC*(1-maturityc),0,survC*birth, survC*birth) 

  A[2,]=c(survC*maturityc,survJ*(1-maturityj),0,0) 

  A[3,]=c(0,survJ*maturityj*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*markloss) 

  A[4,]=c(0,survJ*maturityj*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-markloss)) 

  return(max(Mod(eigen(A)$values))-1) 

} 

 

# print(eigen.function()) 

survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 



! (,!

  maturityc=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to juvenile 

  maturityj=0.8 #fraction maturing from juvenile to adult  

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

parameters=c(survA,survJ,survC,birth,maturityc,maturityj,markgain,markloss) 

root=uniroot(eigen.function,interval=c(-1,1),x=parameters)  #change parameters to 

bracket value 

print(root) 

} 

 

 The sensitivity code is similar to the uniroot code.  It also loads the numDeriv 

library, and uses the grad function (short for gradient) to calculate the partial derivative of 

the eigenvalue at each point ai,j in the matrix.  The sensitivity is just how much the 

eigenvalue changes for a small change in each parameter. 

  

sensitivity<-function() { 

library(numDeriv) 

     

eigen.function<-function(x){ 

  survA=x[1] #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=x[2]  

  survC=x[3] #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=x[4] 



! )-!

  maturityc=x[5] #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  maturityj=x[6] 

  markgain=x[7] #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=x[8] #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

 

  A=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A[1,]=c(survC*(1-maturityc),0,survC*birth, survC*birth) 

  A[2,]=c(survC*maturityc,survJ*(1-maturityj),0,0) 

  A[3,]=c(0,survJ*maturityj*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*markloss) 

  A[4,]=c(0,survJ*maturityj*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-markloss)) 

  return(max(Mod(eigen(A)$values))) 

} 

 

# print(eigen.function()) 

survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturityc=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to juvenile 

  maturityj=0.8 #fraction maturing from juvenile to adult  

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

parameters=c(survA,survJ,survC,birth,maturityc,maturityj,markgain,markloss) 



! )$!

grad(eigen.function,x=parameters) 

 

} 

 

 The most recent code introduces stochasticity into the model by generating a 

random draw from a binomial distribution for each variable.  The mean is taken to be the 

initial value of each variable. 

 I had to create new variables, since the binomial function uses Nc, survA, birth, 

etc as inputs, and then has new variables inside the for loop as outputs.  The increased 

variance of the variables allows more wobble to the population curves, as opposed to the 

smooth increase or decrease of the deterministic model above. 

 The matrix at the end is the same, and calculates the eigen values using the initial 

(mean) values for the variables at the beginning of the function. 

 

dolphin.dynamics.marked.sto<-function() {  

 

  survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 



! )%!

   

  Nc=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,71) 

  Nmu=array(0,71) 

  Nmk=array(0,71) 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Nmu[1]=100 

  Nmk[1]=500 

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

  

   surv.births=rbinom(1,Nmu[t]+Nmk[t],survC*birth) 

   calf.surv=rbinom(1,Nc[t],survC) 

   calf.calf=rbinom(1,calf.surv,1-maturity) 

   calf.juv=calf.surv-calf.calf 

   juv.surv=rbinom(1,Nj[t],survJ) 

   juv.juv=rbinom(1,juv.surv,1-maturity) 

   juv.mu= rbinom(1,juv.surv-juv.juv,1-markgain) 

   juv.mk=juv.surv-juv.juv-juv.mu 

   mu.surv=rbinom(1,Nmu[t],survA) 

   mu.mu=rbinom(1,mu.surv,1-markgain) 



! )&!

   mu.mk=mu.surv-mu.mu 

   mk.surv=rbinom(1,Nmk,survA) 

   mk.mk=rbinom(1,mk.surv,1-markloss) 

   mk.mu=mk.surv-mk.mk 

   

  Nc[t+1]= surv.births+calf.calf 

  Nj[t+1]= calf.juv+juv.juv 

  Nmu[t+1]= juv.mu+mu.mu+mk.mu 

  Nmk[t+1]=juv.mk+mu.mk+mk.mk 

   

  

 #  Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Nmu[t]+survC*birth*Nmk[t] 

 #  Nj[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*Nc[t]*maturity 

#   Nmu[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*(1-

markgain)+survA*Nmk[t]*markloss+survA*Nmu[t]*(1-markgain)   

 #  

Nmk[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*markgain+survA*Nmu[t]*markgain+survA*Nmk[t]*(

1-markloss)  

  }   

   

  

print(c(Nc[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nj[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71

]+Nc[71]),Nmu[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nmk[t]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]



! )'!

+Nj[71]+Nc[71]))) 

 

  par(mfcol=c(4,1)) 

  plot(1:71,Nc,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nc(t)") #plot population size vs. time 

  plot(1:71,Nj,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nj(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Nmu,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nmu(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Nmk,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nmk(t)") 

 

#  A=matrix(c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth, survC*birth,survC*maturity,survJ*(1-

maturity),0,0,0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*(1-

markloss),0,survJ*maturity*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-

markloss)),nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A[1,]=c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth, survC*birth) 

  A[2,]=c(survC*maturity,survJ*(1-maturity),0,0) 

  A[3,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*markloss) 

  A[4,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-markloss)) 

  eigen(A) 

   

} 

 

 The last step is to use the model to generate fake data which can then be exported 

to program MARK.  This allows us to analyze the population using the same tools we 



! )(!

used on the original data set.  It serves as a way to cross-check the analysis: MARK 

should yield maximum likelihood estimates of parameters equal to the initial parameter 

values chosen, and variance in line with the binomial draw. 

 

dolphin.dynamics.marked.sto<-function() {  

 

  survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

   

  Nc=array(0,71) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,71) 

  Nmu=array(0,71) 

  Nmk=array(0,71) 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Nmu[1]=100 

  Nmk[1]=500 



! ))!

 

  for(t in 1:70){   #run the simulation for 70 years 

  

   surv.births=rbinom(1,Nmu[t]+Nmk[t],survC*birth) 

   calf.surv=rbinom(1,Nc[t],survC) 

   calf.calf=rbinom(1,calf.surv,1-maturity) 

   calf.juv=calf.surv-calf.calf 

   juv.surv=rbinom(1,Nj[t],survJ) 

   juv.juv=rbinom(1,juv.surv,1-maturity) 

   juv.mu= rbinom(1,juv.surv-juv.juv,1-markgain) 

   juv.mk=juv.surv-juv.juv-juv.mu 

   mu.surv=rbinom(1,Nmu[t],survA) 

   mu.mu=rbinom(1,mu.surv,1-markgain) 

   mu.mk=mu.surv-mu.mu 

####################Nmk missing array index 

#   mk.surv=rbinom(1,Nmk,survA) 

   mk.surv=rbinom(1,Nmk[t],survA) 

   mk.mk=rbinom(1,mk.surv,1-markloss) 

   mk.mu=mk.surv-mk.mk 

   

  Nc[t+1]= surv.births+calf.calf 

  Nj[t+1]= calf.juv+juv.juv 

  Nmu[t+1]= juv.mu+mu.mu+mk.mu 



! )*!

  Nmk[t+1]=juv.mk+mu.mk+mk.mk 

   

  

 #  Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Nmu[t]+survC*birth*Nmk[t] 

 #  Nj[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*Nc[t]*maturity 

#   Nmu[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*(1-

markgain)+survA*Nmk[t]*markloss+survA*Nmu[t]*(1-markgain)   

 #  

Nmk[t+1]=survJ*Nj[t]*maturity*markgain+survA*Nmu[t]*markgain+survA*Nmk[t]*(

1-markloss)  

  }   

   

  

print(c(Nc[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nj[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71

]+Nc[71]),Nmu[71]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]+Nj[71]+Nc[71]),Nmk[t]/(Nmu[71]+Nmk[71]

+Nj[71]+Nc[71]))) 

 

  par(mfcol=c(4,1)) 

  plot(1:71,Nc,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nc(t)") #plot population size vs. time 

  plot(1:71,Nj,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nj(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Nmu,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nmu(t)") 

  plot(1:71,Nmk,type="b",xlab="time",ylab="Nmk(t)") 

 



! )+!

#  A=matrix(c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth, survC*birth,survC*maturity,survJ*(1-

maturity),0,0,0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*(1-

markloss),0,survJ*maturity*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-

markloss)),nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 

  A[1,]=c(survC*(1-maturity),0,survC*birth, survC*birth) 

  A[2,]=c(survC*maturity,survJ*(1-maturity),0,0) 

  A[3,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*(1-markgain),survA*(1-markgain),survA*markloss) 

  A[4,]=c(0,survJ*maturity*markgain,survA*markgain,survA*(1-markloss)) 

  print(eigen(A)) 

   

  #####added the following: 

  source("write.mark.data.file.R") 

  primary.periods=7 

  fake.data=array(data=0,dim=c(max(Nmk),length(Nmk)-1)) 

  for(i in 1:length(fake.data[1,])){ 

    data.column=array(0,dim=length(fake.data[,1])) 

    

data.column[sample(x=1:length(fake.data[,1]),size=rbinom(n=1,size=Nmk[i+1],prob=0.

2))]=1 

    fake.data[,i]=data.column 

  } 

#  fake.unknowns=rbinom(n=primary.periods,size=max(Nmu),prob=0.3) 



! ),!

  fake.unknowns=rbinom(n=primary.periods,size=10*max(Nmu),prob=0.3) 

  fake.unidentifieds=array(dim=length(Nmk)-1) 

  for(i in 1:(length(Nmk)-1)){ 

    #some dolphins can be counted more than once, but this is good enough for now 

    fake.unidentifieds[i]=rbinom(1,size=Nmk[i+1]+Nmu[i+1]-

sum(fake.data[,i]),prob=0.2) 

#    fake.unidentifieds[i]=rbinom(1,size=10,prob=0.2) 

  } 

  

write.mark.data.file(data.array=fake.data,unknowns.data=fake.unknowns,unidentifieds.d

ata=fake.unidentifieds) 

 

} 

 

 The next goal is to generate multiple sets of fake data to test for population 

viability.  I will generate 1000 populations and see how many survive.  To do this, I’ve 

gone back to the beginning, modifying the simplest codes first and moving up from there 

to the more complex models. 

 The first code is a modified version of the acorn woodpecker persistence model 

from Erik’s Ecological Theory class.  I’ve changed the initial equations to reflect the 

simplest model of the dolphin population, but left the rest intact. 

 At this point all the models are deterministic, so they either all survive or all go 

extinct at the same.  Randomness will be introduced later. 



! *-!

 

dolphin.persist<-function() {  

 

  survA=c(0.95,0.9,0.85) #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=c(0.95,0.9,0.85) #interesting things happen when you play with survival 

  survC=c(0.95,0.9,0.85) #adding in calf survival- just copied survJ for now. Note: it will 

accept 1 number for all 3 values. 

  #birth=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1) #R got mad at me when I only used 1 value 

for birth. So I just put in same estimate for all values 

birth=0.1 

 

  Rt=birth*survC+ 0.5*(survJ+survA) #calculate R(t) from the data. Introduced calf 

survival. Tried 0.5 *(survJ+survA) because otherwise Rt was too big. 

  rt=log(Rt)   #r(t) = ln(R(t)) 

  rt.mean=mean(rt)  #mean of r 

  rt.stdev=sd(rt)   #standard deviation of r 

 

 # copied in woodpecker.persist to simulate extinction time 

 nreps=1000                                            #number of replicate runs of the population 

dynamics 

  tmax=100                                              #maximum number of time steps (one extra to 

include 0) 

  N0=500          #initial population size 



! *$!

  extinct.time=array(tmax,nreps)                        #create an array for the time at which each 

replicate goes extinct 

 

  for(rep in 1:nreps){                                  #loop through replicate runs 

    N=N0          #for each run, restart the popn at 

initial size N0 

    for(t in 1:tmax){                                   #loop through time steps in each run 

      rt.rand=rnorm(1,mean=rt.mean,sd=rt.stdev)         #draw a random value for r(t) 

      N=N*exp(rt.rand)             #calculate the new population size 

      if(N<2){                                #population went extinct 

        extinct.time[rep]=t                             #record time of extinction 

        break         #skip to next replicate population 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

 The next code adds one layer of complexity by including 2 age classes, adult and 

juvenile.  It’s still deterministic, but now has a pair of equations instead of just one. 

 

dolphin.persist.calves<-function() {  

 

  survA=0.9 #using 0.1 as estimate of death rate 

  survJ=0.9  



! *%!

  survC=0.9 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

   

  tmax=100   #woodpecker.persist uses tmax. This also allows easy change to 

sim length 

  Nc=array(0,tmax) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Na=array(0,tmax) 

  nreps=1000  #number of replications run 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Na[1]=500 

  extinct.time=array(tmax,nreps)  #create array for time each replicate goes extinct 

 

for(rep in 1:nreps){ 

 Nc[1]=100    #for each run, restart popn with original values 

 Na[1]=500 

  

  for(t in 1:tmax){   #run the simulation for tmax years 

   Nc[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*(1-maturity)+survC*birth*Na[t] 

   Na[t+1]=survC*Nc[t]*maturity+survA*Na[t] 

    

   if((Nc[t]+Na[t])<2){extinct.time[rep]=t   #if popn goes extinct, record time 



! *&!

and go to next rep 

    break 

    }   

  }   

 } 

 #plot the persistence curve 

  extinct.time=sort(extinct.time) 

  plot(0,1,xlim=c(0,tmax),ylim=c(0,1),xlab="time",ylab="prob. persistence") 

           #set up axes with "dummy" point--all 

replicate populations are alive at time=0 

  for(i in 1:nreps) points(extinct.time[i],(nreps-i)/nreps) 

           #each point is the fraction of replicates 

still alive (x-axis) vs. time 

} 

 

 I decided to try introducing randomness into the simpler models before jumping 

to the big one.  The stochastic models require re-naming all the variables so that the 

rbinom function can be inserted.  This draws from a binomial distribution with the given 

probability. 

 The main difference here is the introduction of the new variables (which are the 

same as in dolphin.dynamics.calves.sto somewhere above) to allow the binomial 

function, and the insertion of those equations into another ‘for’ loop.  I adjusted the 

survival rate to 0.8 to show some movement in the graph (everyone survived at 0.9). 



! *'!

 

dolphin.persist.calves.sto<-function() {  

 

  survA=0.8 #using 0.2 as estimate of death rate.  Everybody survived at 0.1. 

  survJ=0.8  

  survC=0.8 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

   

  tmax=100   #woodpecker.persist uses tmax. This also allows easy change to 

sim length 

  Nc=array(0,tmax) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Na=array(0,tmax) 

  nreps=1000  #number of replications run 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Na[1]=500 

  extinct.time=array(tmax,nreps)  #create array for time each replicate goes extinct 

 

for(rep in 1:nreps){ 

 Nc[1]=100    #for each run, restart popn with original values 

 Na[1]=500 

  



! *(!

  for(t in 1:tmax){   #run the simulation for tmax years 

  calf.surv=rbinom(1,Nc[t],survC) 

   calf.to.adult=rbinom(1,calf.surv,maturity) 

   surv.births=rbinom(1,Na[t],survC*birth) 

   adult.surv=rbinom(1,Na[t],survA) 

   calf.to.calf= calf.surv-calf.to.adult 

 

  Nc[t+1]=surv.births+calf.to.calf 

  Na[t+1]=calf.to.adult+adult.surv 

 

    

   if((Nc[t]+Na[t])<2){extinct.time[rep]=t   #if popn goes extinct, record time 

and go to next rep 

    break 

    }   

  }   

 } 

 #plot the persistence curve 

  extinct.time=sort(extinct.time) 

  plot(0,1,xlim=c(0,tmax),ylim=c(0,1),xlab="time",ylab="prob. persistence") 

           #set up axes with "dummy" point--all 

replicate populations are alive at time=0 

  for(i in 1:nreps) points(extinct.time[i],(nreps-i)/nreps) 



! *)!

           #each point is the fraction of replicates 

still alive (x-axis) vs. time 

} 

 

 Transfering the multiple simulations from the 2 age class to the 4 age class model 

was straightforward.  There are more equations, since each of the 4 classes (calves, 

juveniles, unknown adults and known adults) has its own, but the principles behind the 

for loop stayed the same. The parameters are easy to adjust.  The tmax sets the length of 

the simulation in years (currently set at 100).  All of the survivals, birth rate, maturity and 

mark gain/loss parameters are at the top, outside of the ‘for’ loop, so they can be 

modified to fit data as it comes in. 

 

dolphin.persist.marked.sto<-function() {  

 

  survA=0.8 #using 0.2 as estimate of death rate.  Everybody survived at 0.1. 

  survJ=0.8  

  survC=0.8 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

   

  tmax=100   #woodpecker.persist uses tmax. This also allows easy change to 



! **!

sim length 

  Nc=array(0,tmax) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,tmax) 

  Nmu=array(0,tmax) 

  Nmk=array(0,tmax) 

  nreps=1000  #number of replications run 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Nmu[1]=100 

  Nmk[1]=500 

  extinct.time=array(tmax,nreps)  #create array for time each replicate goes extinct 

 

for(rep in 1:nreps){ 

 Nc[1]=100    #for each run, restart popn with original values 

 Nj[1]=200 

 Nmu[1]=100 

   Nmk[1]=500 

    

  for(t in 1:tmax){   #run the simulation for tmax years 

  surv.births=rbinom(1,Nmu[t]+Nmk[t],survC*birth) 

   calf.surv=rbinom(1,Nc[t],survC) 

   calf.calf=rbinom(1,calf.surv,1-maturity) 



! *+!

   calf.juv=calf.surv-calf.calf 

   juv.surv=rbinom(1,Nj[t],survJ) 

   juv.juv=rbinom(1,juv.surv,1-maturity) 

   juv.mu= rbinom(1,juv.surv-juv.juv,1-markgain) 

   juv.mk=juv.surv-juv.juv-juv.mu 

   mu.surv=rbinom(1,Nmu[t],survA) 

   mu.mu=rbinom(1,mu.surv,1-markgain) 

   mu.mk=mu.surv-mu.mu 

   mk.surv=rbinom(1,Nmk[t],survA) 

   mk.mk=rbinom(1,mk.surv,1-markloss) 

   mk.mu=mk.surv-mk.mk 

   

  Nc[t+1]= surv.births+calf.calf 

  Nj[t+1]= calf.juv+juv.juv 

  Nmu[t+1]= juv.mu+mu.mu+mk.mu 

  Nmk[t+1]=juv.mk+mu.mk+mk.mk 

    

   if((Nc[t]+Nj[t]+Nmu[t]+Nmk[t])<2){extinct.time[rep]=t   #if popn goes 

extinct, record time and go to next rep 

    break 

    }   

  }   

 } 



! *,!

 #plot the persistence curve 

  extinct.time=sort(extinct.time) 

  plot(0,1,xlim=c(0,tmax),ylim=c(0,1),xlab="time",ylab="prob. persistence") 

           #set up axes with "dummy" point--all 

replicate populations are alive at time=0 

  for(i in 1:nreps) points(extinct.time[i],(nreps-i)/nreps) 

           #each point is the fraction of replicates 

still alive (x-axis) vs. time 

} 

 

 The above function generates an S-shaped curve of the probability of persistence 

with the given parameters over 100 time steps (in this case, years).  I also wanted to be 

able to graph the relationship between adult survival (survA) and calf survival/birth rate 

(since calf survival and birth rate are multiplied together, you can leave one constant and 

adjust the other one).   

 The next function generates a graph with adult survival on one axis and calf 

survival on the other.  It then draws contour lines to connect areas of equal probability.  

The first draft of the code is below.  In future revisions, I’d like to explore different 

graphing options and closer resolutions.  The current settings go through both survA and 

survC in intervals of 0.1, which takes about 4-5 minutes to run.  Smaller intervals will 

yield a more detailed graph, but take more time to run. 

 

p.surv<-function(survA,survC) {  



! +-!

 

  #survA=0.8 #using 0.2 as estimate of death rate.  Everybody survived at 0.1. 

  survJ=0.8  

  #survC=0.8 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

   

  tmax=50   #woodpecker.persist uses tmax. This also allows easy change to 

sim length 

  Nc=array(0,tmax) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,tmax) 

  Nmu=array(0,tmax) 

  Nmk=array(0,tmax) 

  nreps=1000  #number of replications run 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Nmu[1]=100 

  Nmk[1]=500 

  extinct.time=array(tmax,nreps)  #create array for time each replicate goes extinct 

 



! +$!

for(rep in 1:nreps){ 

 Nc[1]=100    #for each run, restart popn with original values 

 Nj[1]=200 

 Nmu[1]=100 

   Nmk[1]=500 

    

  for(t in 1:tmax){   #run the simulation for tmax years 

  surv.births=rbinom(1,Nmu[t]+Nmk[t],survC*birth) 

   calf.surv=rbinom(1,Nc[t],survC) 

   calf.calf=rbinom(1,calf.surv,1-maturity) 

   calf.juv=calf.surv-calf.calf 

   juv.surv=rbinom(1,Nj[t],survJ) 

   juv.juv=rbinom(1,juv.surv,1-maturity) 

   juv.mu= rbinom(1,juv.surv-juv.juv,1-markgain) 

   juv.mk=juv.surv-juv.juv-juv.mu 

   mu.surv=rbinom(1,Nmu[t],survA) 

   mu.mu=rbinom(1,mu.surv,1-markgain) 

   mu.mk=mu.surv-mu.mu 

   mk.surv=rbinom(1,Nmk[t],survA) 

   mk.mk=rbinom(1,mk.surv,1-markloss) 

   mk.mu=mk.surv-mk.mk 

   

  Nc[t+1]= surv.births+calf.calf 



! +%!

  Nj[t+1]= calf.juv+juv.juv 

  Nmu[t+1]= juv.mu+mu.mu+mk.mu 

  Nmk[t+1]=juv.mk+mu.mk+mk.mk 

    

   if((Nc[t]+Nj[t]+Nmu[t]+Nmk[t])<2){extinct.time[rep]=t   #if popn goes 

extinct, record time and go to next rep 

    break 

    }   

  }   

 } 

 #plot the persistence curve 

 # extinct.time=sort(extinct.time) 

 # plot(0,1,xlim=c(0,tmax),ylim=c(0,1),xlab="time",ylab="prob. persistence") 

           #set up axes with "dummy" point--all 

replicate populations are alive at time=0 

 # for(i in 1:nreps) points(extinct.time[i],(nreps-i)/nreps) 

           #each point is the fraction of replicates 

still alive (x-axis) vs. time 

p.survival= sum(extinct.time==tmax)/nreps #this adds up all the times where extinction 

time was tmax.      In other words, everyone who survived is counted as 1 and summed. 

return(p.survival)            

} 

p.survival.output=array(dim=c(10,10)) #gives us a 10x10 array, w/ survA and survC as 



! +&!

axes. 

for(i in 1:10) { 

 for(j in 1:10){ 

      p.survival.output[i,j]=p.surv(i/10, j/10)  #double for loop runs j 1:10 for each i 1:10 

      ### can also do it like this: survA.values=seq(0.1, 1, by=0.1) survC.values= same, 

output=array(dim=c(length(survA.values, length(survC.values)))).  Then: for (i in 1: 

length(survA.values))  output [i,j]= p.surv(survA.values[i], survC.values[j]).  This 

allows you to change resolution at the top, without having to change for loops. 

      ### use median command with extinct.time to find time to 50% extinction probability 

for each survA,survC.  Quantile command may work for different %s. 

    } 

} 

#plot(seq(0.1,1, by=0.1), p.survival.output)  #one dimensional plot for adult survival 

print(p.survival.output) 

contour(seq(0.1,1,by=0.1), seq(0.1,1,by=0.1), z=p.survival.output, xlab="Adult 

Survival", ylab="Calf Survival") 

# you can also play with image() and plot3d() and write(), scan(). For example, 

z=matrix(scan(),nrow=10,ncol=10,by.row=TRUE) 

 

 The next graph has a similar goal while comparing different values.  This code 

uses the same equations and binomial draws to simulate 1000 populations over 100 years.  

In this instance, however, the graph shows the extinction time for each pair of adult and 

calf survival values, with a maximum of 50 time steps. 



! +'!

 

ext.time<-function(survA,survC) {  

 

  #survA=0.8 #using 0.2 as estimate of death rate.  Everybody survived at 0.1. 

  survJ=0.8  

  #survC=0.8 #no randomness, so just 1 plain value for all 3 survivals 

  birth=0.1 

  maturity=0.8 #fraction maturing from calf to adult 

  markgain=0.8 #fraction juvs gaining marks & being identified 

  markloss=0.1 #fraction of adults losing marks/ becoming unidentified 

   

  tmax=50   #woodpecker.persist uses tmax. This also allows easy change to 

sim length 

  Nc=array(0,tmax) #create an array to store population size N(t) 

  Nj=array(0,tmax) 

  Nmu=array(0,tmax) 

  Nmk=array(0,tmax) 

  nreps=1000  #number of replications run 

   

  Nc[1]=100  #set the first element of the array to the initial population size 

  Nj[1]=200 

  Nmu[1]=100 

  Nmk[1]=500 



! +(!

  extinct.time=array(tmax,nreps)  #create array for time each replicate goes extinct 

 

for(rep in 1:nreps){ 

 Nc[1]=100    #for each run, restart popn with original values 

 Nj[1]=200 

 Nmu[1]=100 

   Nmk[1]=500 

    

  for(t in 1:tmax){   #run the simulation for tmax years 

  surv.births=rbinom(1,Nmu[t]+Nmk[t],survC*birth) 

   calf.surv=rbinom(1,Nc[t],survC) 

   calf.calf=rbinom(1,calf.surv,1-maturity) 

   calf.juv=calf.surv-calf.calf 

   juv.surv=rbinom(1,Nj[t],survJ) 

   juv.juv=rbinom(1,juv.surv,1-maturity) 

   juv.mu= rbinom(1,juv.surv-juv.juv,1-markgain) 

   juv.mk=juv.surv-juv.juv-juv.mu 

   mu.surv=rbinom(1,Nmu[t],survA) 

   mu.mu=rbinom(1,mu.surv,1-markgain) 

   mu.mk=mu.surv-mu.mu 

   mk.surv=rbinom(1,Nmk[t],survA) 

   mk.mk=rbinom(1,mk.surv,1-markloss) 

   mk.mu=mk.surv-mk.mk 



! +)!

   

  Nc[t+1]= surv.births+calf.calf 

  Nj[t+1]= calf.juv+juv.juv 

  Nmu[t+1]= juv.mu+mu.mu+mk.mu 

  Nmk[t+1]=juv.mk+mu.mk+mk.mk 

    

   if((Nc[t]+Nj[t]+Nmu[t]+Nmk[t])<2){extinct.time[rep]=t   #if popn goes 

extinct, record time and go to next rep 

    break 

    }   

  }   

 } 

 #plot the persistence curve 

 extinct.time=sort(extinct.time) 

 # plot(0,1,xlim=c(0,tmax),ylim=c(0,1),xlab="time",ylab="prob. persistence") 

           #set up axes with "dummy" point--all 

replicate populations are alive at time=0 

 # for(i in 1:nreps) points(extinct.time[i],(nreps-i)/nreps) 

           #each point is the fraction of replicates 

still alive (x-axis) vs. time 

#p.survival= sum(extinct.time==tmax)/nreps #this adds up all the times where extinction 

time was tmax.      In other words, everyone who survived is counted as 1 and summed. 

#return(p.survival)  



! +*!

med.extinct.time=median(extinct.time) 

return(med.extinct.time)           

} 

extinct.time.output=array(dim=c(10,10)) 

#p.survival.output=array(dim=c(10,10)) #gives us a 10x10 array, w/ survA and survC as 

axes. 

for(i in 1:10) {   #can change to i in 5:10 or 7:10 for less calc time.  SurvA less than 7 is 

extinct. 

 for(j in 1:10){ 

#      p.survival.output[i,j]=p.surv(i/10, j/10)  #double for loop runs j 1:10 for each i 

1:10 

  extinct.time.output[i,j]=ext.time(i/10,j/10) 

      ### can also do it like this: survA.values=seq(0.1, 1, by=0.1) survC.values= same, 

output=array(dim=c(length(survA.values, length(survC.values)))).  Then: for (i in 1: 

length(survA.values))  output [i,j]= p.surv(survA.values[i], survC.values[j]).  This 

allows you to change resolution at the top, without having to change for loops. 

      ### use median command with extinct.time to find time to 50% extinction probability 

for each survA,survC.  Quantile command may work for different %s. 

    } 

} 

#plot(seq(0.1,1, by=0.1), p.survival.output)  #one dimensional plot for adult survival 

#print(p.survival.output) 

print(extinct.time.output) 



! ++!

write(extinct.time.output, file="ext.time.txt", ncolumns=length(extinct.time.output[,1])) 

#contour(seq(0.1,1,by=0.1), seq(0.1,1,by=0.1), z=p.survival.output, xlab="Adult 

Survival", ylab="Calf Survival") 

#contour(seq(0.1,1,by=0.1), seq(0.1,1,by=0.1), z=extinct.time.output, xlab="Adult 

Survival", ylab="Calf Survival") 

# you can also play with image() and plot3d() and write(), scan(). For example, 

z=matrix(scan(),nrow=10,ncol=10,by.row=TRUE) 

 

 Originally the commands to graph the simulated values was included in both the 

p.surv and extinct.time functions.  At a resolution of 10x10, this was no problem, and the 

computer ran it in 3 or 4 minutes.  At higher resolutions, like 100x100 (change the 

dimension values for extinct.time.output and/or p.survival.output to dim=c(100,100) and 

change the 10’s to 100’s in the for loops), the computer was generating 10,000 data 

points per simulation.  This took several hours.  If (when) there was a mistake in the 

graph, I had to run the entire simulation again.  So we added the ‘write’ command to 

export the simulated data into a text file, and then I could play with different graphs 

without having to run lengthy simulations. 

 This is the code for the graph commands.  It reads from a text file and graphs 

either contour line or color (image command).  The output section command allows you 

to zoom in by running only a section of data.  In this case, most of the interesting stuff 

happens between adult survival values of 0.7 and 1, so the command runs only those 

numbers. 

 



! +,!

output=matrix(scan("p.surv.output.txt"), nrow=100, ncol=100) 

#output=matrix(scan("ext.time.txt"), nrow=100, ncol=100) 

 

#output.section=output[70:100,]  

#if you use output.section, change contour to 0.70,1 and z=output.section 

 

par(mfcol=c(2,1)) 

 

contour(seq(0.01,1,by=0.01), seq(0.01,1,by=0.01), z=output, xlab="Adult Survival", 

ylab="Calf Survival") 

 

image(seq(0.01,1,by=0.01), seq(0.01,1,by=0.01), z=output, xlab="Adult Survival", 

ylab="Calf Survival") 

 

 The last bit of code is for the power analysis.  This code uses the sample data set 

from 2002-2005.  It randomly selects a number of columns equal to the number of 

samples, calculates N and p.sight, and compares the values to the known number of 

dolphins to find the confidence intervals.  By introducing the sample data set, with 630 

known dolphins, it allows the program to account for the fact that so many dolphins have 

already been observed, and fewer sampling intervals are needed to maintain information 

on the population. 

 

power.subsample.absolutedev<-function(){ 



! ,-!

 

  library(stats4) #this loads the stats4 package, which contains the maximum likelihood 

stuff 

  source("likelihood.func.R") #this is the likelihood function for our problem 

 

  

dolphin.data=read.table(file="Q_3Y_IRL_MARK_9_7_2012.txt",header=TRUE,row.na

mes=1) 

 

  n.years=3 

  n.reps=100 

 

  #####These 2 parameters should be drawn from the real data 

  n.surveys=length(dolphin.data[1,]) #from dolphin.data.R code 

  n.known=length(dolphin.data[,1]) #same as n.dolphins in dolphin.data.R 

  #####At the moment, we don't have the data for # unknowns observed, so we will make 

up some numbers 

  n.unknown.true=100 #This won't be known--we'll just use it to make up numbers... 

  p.sight.average=sum(dolphin.data)/(n.surveys*n.known)  

 

  total.popn.true=n.known+n.unknown.true 

 

  surveys.per.year=seq(2,24,by=1) 



! ,$!

  popn.estimates=array(dim=c(n.reps,length(surveys.per.year))) 

  for(i in 1:length(surveys.per.year)){ 

    subsample.data=array(dim=c(n.known,surveys.per.year[i]*n.years)) 

    for(j in 1:n.reps){ 

#      

subsample.columns=sample(x=1:n.surveys,size=n.years*surveys.per.year[i],replace=TR

UE) 

      for(k in 1:(n.years*surveys.per.year[i])) 

subsample.data[,k]=dolphin.data[,sample(x=1:n.surveys,size=1)] 

      

observations.unknown=rbinom(n=n.years*surveys.per.year[i],size=n.unknown.true,prob

=p.sight.average)#The real data for this will be an array of counts, one for each survey 

      

lf.mle=mle(likelihood.func,start=list(p.s=p.sight.average,popn.size=900),fixed=list(n.sur

veys=n.years*surveys.per.year[i],n.known=n.known,observations.known=subsample.dat

a,observations.unknown=observations.unknown)) 

      popn.estimates[j,i]=lf.mle@coef[[2]] 

    } 

  } 

 

#  est.sd=array(dim=length(surveys.per.year)) 

#  for(j in 1:length(surveys.per.year)){ 

#    est.sd[j]=sd(popn.estimates[,j]) 



! ,%!

#  } 

#  plot(surveys.per.year,est.sd,xlab="surveys per year",ylab="estimated standard 

deviation") 

 

  absolute.deviation=popn.estimates-total.popn.true 

  percentiles=array(dim=c(2,length(surveys.per.year))) 

  for(j in 1:length(surveys.per.year)){ 

    absdev.sort=sort(absolute.deviation[,j]) #low to high 

    percentiles[1,j]=absdev.sort[floor(0.025*n.reps)] 

    percentiles[2,j]=absdev.sort[ceiling(0.975*n.reps)] 

  } 

  

plot(surveys.per.year,percentiles[1,],type="b",ylim=c(min(percentiles),max(percentiles))

,xlab="surveys per year",ylab="Upper and lower bounds of confidence intervals") 

  lines(surveys.per.year,percentiles[2,],type="b") 

} 

 

 

 



! ,&!
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